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In the Andalusia-Morocco Biosphere                   
Reserve. One trade. Two cultures. One 
World. Quivir.

Germán and Driss, both cork harvesting foremen, are one 
hundred and fifty kilometres apart, an ocean lying between 
them. The “Other One”: the Maghrebi, the Andalusian, 
the one from the opposite side of the Strait is more alike 
than different. They share an identity that stems from the 
strong link that unites them to endangered fragile forests.

Germán and Driss, both cork harvesting foremen, are one hundred 
and fifty kilometres apart, an ocean lying between them. The cork 
harvesting work takes place in the Alcornocales National Park in 
Cadiz and on the Site of Biological and Ecological Interest, Jbel 
Bouhachem, in the province of Chefchaouen, Morocco. The “Other 
One”: the Maghrebi, the Andalusian, the one from the opposite side 
of the Strait is more alike than different. They share an identity that 
stems from the strong link that unites them to endangered fragile 
forests.

An Intercontinental Biosphere Reserve, the speculative effects 
of construction and cork, a renewable resource in an unstable          
market... are factors affecting the people on both sides of the Strait 
whose own future clings to that of the last cork-oak forests in the 
world. This documentary is told through the eyes, the journeys, 
the yesterday and the today of characters that are in tune with the 
times. It is a statement in defence of sustainability and coexistence 
between cultures.



INTRODUCTION

The continents of Europe and Africa are separated by 14 km. The shared, 
ecological and cultural history of the Andalusian and northern Maghreb 
shores is unmistakable.   

Our characters live in a world in which economic interests are paramount. 
This is reflected in international policies servicing wild, global, hegemonic 
capitalism, which is supported and softened by the media. 

Their near context lies in a shared past and present. Two fellow cultures, 
close cultures, yet miles apart. Sharing common everyday lives. Our     
characters while harvesting cork, search and talk about a common future, 
based on communication, respect and coexistence. 

Aware that cultural diversity is essential in order to maintain biodiversity, 
Quivir portrays people who -in the midst of the 21st century- merge with 
the last cork-oak forests on the planet. It delves into the secrets of this 
sustainability relationship between these men and women in a biologically 
diverse background that has been declared as the Planet’s First Intercon-
tinental Reserve.

The day labourers, tenants, farmers, etc. intermingle with an environment 
that supplies them with hope, feelings and ways of seeing the world that 
are both different and alike at the same time. Ways of feeling human based 
on dignity and identity that occurs as a result of the relationship with the 
earth, the trees and the surroundings.

This documentary enables us to get to know the cork workers better, who 
not only extract the cork, but who directly converge with other resources 
in the forest and have vital knowledge concerning how to maintain and 
conserve the forests.



GEOGRAPHIC FRAMEWORK

The documentary takes place in a geographic framework that is                        
considered of paramount importance at a global level, which is why the 
UNESCO, within their MaB (Man and Biosphere) project, has wanted to 
recognise it by creating the First Intercontinental Biosphere Reserve           
Andalusia-Morocco.

“The purpose of these spaces is not only to  
preserve and protect biodiversity, 

but also the economic and human development of these areas, research, 
education and information exchange.”

MaB (Man and Biosphere) Project, UNESCO

Despite being two different states and continents, they share a common, 
historical and geological past. Around 5 million years ago, the Iberian Pen-
insula was joined to the African continent making up a continuous eco-
system line and only five centuries ago Al-Andalus was dissolved with the 
Castilian conquest, with the fall of Granada in 1492.

The towns that appear in the documentary where the majority of the 
cork workers live are: Alcalá de los Gazules, Cadiz and Oued Amlil, in the            
province of Taza, Morocco.

The natural reserves, which form part of the Intercontinental Biosphere  
Reserve Andalusia-Morocco, where the cork extraction activities take 
place in the documentary, are: 

Los Alcornocales Natural Park Cadiz/Malaga.
Jbel Bouhachem Site of Biological and Ecological Interest, Chefchaouen.
Tazzeka National Park. Taza Province.
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